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Miss Emma Johnson, Young Musician of the Year in 1984,
who performed at the Phyllis Dence Memorial Concert in July .
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Headmistress'
Foreword

March 1988

"Has another year gone already?" I can hear you asking yourselves when you see
another school magazine . The answer is "no, it hasn't" but we are trying to gradually
work towards the production of a school magazine each September which reports on
the previous academic year as opposed to the calendar year.
This magazine is thus the interim one but I hope you will find it as interesting as ever.
Although it is always difficult to pick out a single highlight from the year, for me the visit
on Speech Day by Dr . Pene Key O.B .E . was certainly one such occasion . Not only was
she welcome as an old girl : the daughter of our founder and a member of the Governing
Body, but she was also an inspiration to many girls in the school, who could only admire
someone who has been able to put her academic training so successfully to the service
of those in the Third World . It is perhaps therefore a fitting year in which to open our new
laboratory and hope that our current biologists put their training to such good use.
We look forward to seeing you all at Stover during the coming months whether as pupil,
parent, old girl or guest and hope you will be pleased by the way in which your school is
progressing .

Wendy Lune!
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School
Offices Head Girl : Iona Stevenson

Deputy Head Girl : Lola Ntamila
Games Captain : Belinda Burgess

Prefects:
Lara Booth
Sally Churchward
Henrietta Darell-Brown
Tiffany Evans
Gail Flello
Fyonah Hastings
Wendy Insole
Kim Mills
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Georgina Pope
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Elizabeth Sobanjo
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Elizabeth House:
Kim Mills

Mary House:
Sally Churchward

Victoria House:
Belinda Burgess
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Friends of Stover
The new Friends of Stover Association was started in the summer of 1986 . A group of
interested people met and from this a committee was formed to organise the first events.
We were blessed with a beautiful summer evening fora barbecue, our first venture . This
was very popular and enjoyed by all.
There followed in the Autumn term the Annual General Meeting when the committee
and officers were formally elected and a constitution was drawn up . After the business
of the evening everyone relaxed at a wine and cheese party.
It was decided to hold an informal evening of a seasonal nature at the end of the
Christmas term . Entitled "In Tune for Christmas" this was a buffet to the
accompaniment of music, followed by carol singing . The failure of the electricity during
the proceedings and the need for candles only added to the atmosphere.
In the spring it was felt that something of a more serious nature would be appropriate.
Mrs . Lunel and the staff kindly offered their services to provide an information evening
on the new GCSE examinations . Obviously this was of interest to all parents as
indicated by the number who attended.
During the first half of the Summer term the Fashion Show took place . In this ambitious
project we were assisted by a number of local businesses . It was felt that the Fashion
Show would be for girls and parents alike . Those of us who watched the girls who took
part as models, from the auditions through to the show, felt very proud of their
professional performance . Our thanks also went to the girls who worked extremely hard
behind the scenes as dressers, ensuring that all went smoothly.
The final event of the school year was a Picnic Day. The staff were kind enough to give
help with swimming and games which were available for those who wished to join in.
Those who were of a more sedentary nature could sit and enjoy the grounds and make
use of the barbecue if they wished.
Any parent, guardian or old girl is automatically a member of the Association whose
purpose is to enable parents to meet, whilst also providing during the year some
activities for the girls . The object of the Association is not fund raising . However,
various events have produced income, and this has been applied to the purchase of
staging units, and it is hoped during the coming year to purchase equipment for a new
Dance and Drama Studio.
The committee have been pleased with the support they have received during the
Association ' s first year and hope that the programme for the year to come will prove as
popular .

Sue Harvey (Parent)
Secretary
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K EY : Art - At ; Biology - By ; Chemistry - Ch; Communications - Co; Economics - Ec ; English Language - El; English Literature - Et;
French - Fr ; Geography - Gy; German - Gm; History - Hy; Home Economics (Food) - Hl; Home Economics (Textiles) - Ht; Human
Biology - Hb ; Latin - La ; Mathematics - Ma; Mathematics A/O - Add . Ma ; Music - Mu; Physics - Ph; Religious Studies - Rs ; General
Paper A/O - Gp ; German A/O - Add. Gm; French A/O - Add. Fr; Chinese - Ch.

Advanced Level (U VI)
Belinda Burgess — Et, Gy, Hy
Sally Churchward — Ec, Et, Gy
Gail Flello — At
Fyonah Hastings — Et, Fr, Gy
Wendy Insole — By
Kim Mills — Ec, Gy, Hy
Lola Ntamila — By, Fr, Gm
Rachel Sandford — At, Hf
Iona Stevenson — At, Et, Hy
Katherine Winsor — Et, Gy

Advanced Level (L VI)
Annette Chularatana — At
Tara Clifford — At
Catherine Mason — At
Gaynor Offer-Hoar — At

Ordinary Level Grades A, B and C
5th Form
Alison Attar — El, Et, Rs, Hy, By, At, Hf
Lisa Bairstow — El, Et, Hy, At
Daniella Banner — El, Et, Hy, Fr, Gm, Ma, At,

Add . Gm
Fiona Case — El, Et, Hy, Ma, Ch, By, At, Hf
Rachael Chapman — El, Et, Hf
Keri Cleave — El, Et, Ma
Penelope Colston — El, Et, By, At, Hf
Justina Cutting — El, Et, Gy, Fr, Gm, Ma, Ph,

Ch, By, Mu
Emma Fordham — El, Et, Gy, Ma, By, At, Hf
Sarah Guggenheim — El, Ht
Dawn Harris — Fr, Add . Fr
Sarah Hearsey — El, Et, Gy, Ma, Ph, Ch, By, Hf
Victoria Hope El, Et, Gy, Ma, Ht, Hf, Hb
Charlotte Johnson-King — El
Kathryn Lang — El, Et, Gy, Gr, Gm, Ma, By
Fiona Lau — Ma, Hf, Ch
Clare Llewelyn — El, Hb
Norah Lo — Ma, Ph, Ch, At, Hb, Ch
Julie Look — El, Et, Rs, Hf
Alexandra Mak — Ma, At, Ht, Hb, Ch
Sarah Mallock — El, Et, Hy, Ma, Ht, Hf
Heloise Masters — El, Et, Ma, At
Sarah Jayne Maxwell — El, Et, Rs, Hy
Rebecca Miller — Et, At, Ht
Emma Molesworth St . Aubyn — El, Et, Rs, Hy,

Hf

Karen Mortimer — El, Et, Hy, Hf
Caroline Norris — El, Et
Christine O'Keefe — El, Et, Hy, Gy, Ma, By, Hf
Susie Parker — El, Et, Hy, At, Hf
Karen Peters — El, Hy, Ma
Caroline Roberts— El, Et, Hy, Gy, Fr, MA, By,

At, Ht
Emily Robins — El, Et, As, Hy, At
Charlotte Scourfield — El, Et, Hy, Gy, Fr, Gm,

Ma, By
Tessa Sharp — El, Et
Sophie Smeeton — El, Et, Rs, Hy, La, Fr
Kirsty Stewart — Et, Fr, Gm, Ma
Tamzin Way — El, Et, As, Hy, Gy, Fr, Ma, At
Emma Winter — El, Et, Gy, Fr, Ma, Ch, By, Hf

Additional Subjects in 6th Form
Belinda Burgess — Gp
Clare Chamberlain — Ph
Sally Churchward — GP
Gail Flello — Gp
Fyonah Hastings — Add . Fr, Gp
Wendy Insole — Gp
Kim Mills — Gp
Lola Ntamila — Gp
Rachel Sandford — El, Gp
Iona Stevenson — Gp
Charlotte Trinick — El
Katherine Winsor — Gp
Lara Booth — Ec
Tara Clifford — Ma
Claire Endacott — Et, Gm, Ma
Charlotte Farrell — El, Et, Co
Emma Harvey — Ec
Pat Kamonnawin — Add . Ma
Sarah Kendall — Et, By, Co
Catherine Mason — Co
Caroline Ntim — Ma
Gaynor Offer-Hoar — By, Co
Georgina Pope — As, Ec, Add . Ma
Elizabeth Sobanjo — Add . Ma
Lisa Hughes — Ma

4th Form
Hazel Cheung — Ch

3rd Form
Suki Cheung — Ma



English Speaking Board — March 1987
Senior Grade 4
Tamzin Way — Credit

E.A.L. Intermediate Grade 2
Fiona Lau — G .P.
Nora Lo — V .G .P.
Alexandra Mak — V .G .P.

English Speaking Board — July 1987
Introductory Grade (Senior)
Katherine Christie — G .P.
Tamsin Foulkes — V .G .P.
Lucy Ricket — V .G .P.
Emily Wing — G .P.

Grade 1
Louise Cumbley — V .G .P.
Annabel Hughes — V .G .P.
Sarah Mulcrone — V .G .P.
Charlotte Wilkinson — Credit

Grade 2
Caroline Bailey 2 V .G .P.
Kathryn Byne — G .P.
Gemma Caunter — Credit
Katie Griffin — G .P.
Fiona McKinnon — P.
Elizabeth Richards — Distinction
Claire Trippier — Credit

Grade 3
Emma Bridge — G .P.
Kerry Chapman — Credit
Joanna Helme — V .G .P.
Anna Jones — V .G .P.
Nicolette Milligan — G .P.
Claire Mortimer — V .G .P.
Katrina Pedlar — V .G .P.
Nicola Sewell — Credit
Kyla Scougall — V .G .P .

r

English as an Acquired Language
Foundation Grade 1
Yuwanee Atsawaitthiwattmana — P.
Yuwaporn Atsawaitthiwattmana — V .G .P.
Suki Cheung — G .P.
Jodie Ng — G .P.

Intermediate Grade 2
Kelvina Chan — Credit
Salma Hamza — V .G .P.
Binta Hassan — V .G .P.
Isobell Mgobozi — V .G .P .

Advanced Grade 1
Hazel Cheung — V .G .P.
Ornaree Chularatana — G .P.
Patcharawalai Kamonnawin — G .P.

L.A .M .D .A . — March 1987
Verse and Prose
Grade 4
Tamsin Foulkes — Distinction

Grade 6
Lisa Smart — Pass

Grade 7
Catriona Lane — Pass

Grade 8
Selina Hague — Distinction
Nicola Pillar — Distinction
Lisa Tope — Pass
Paula Wills — Pass
Victoria Wright — Distinction
Sarah Guggenheim — Distinction

Gold Medal
Kim Mills — Pass

Reading Grade 2
Elizabeth White — Pass

Acting
Grade 3 (Junior)
Emma Duckworth — Distinction
Georgina Hague — Distinction

Mime
Grade 2
Tamsin Foulkes — Distinction
Joanna Helme — Distinction
Nicolette Milligan — Distinction

Grade 3
Gemma Caunter — Distinction
Elizabeth Richards — Distinction
Fiona McKinnon — Distinction

Grade 5
Tamzin Way — Distinction

Grade 6
Victoria Hope — Honours
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L .A .M .D .A . — November 1987
Verse and Prose
Grade 5
Tamsin Foulkes — Pass

Grade 6
Frances Coward — Pass
Grade 8
Catriona Lane — Pass

Bronze Medal
Sarah Guggenheim — Pass
Paula Wills — Pass
Victoria Wright — Pass

Reading
Grade 2
Rosalind Coward — Distinction
Louise Cumbley — Distinction
Lucy James — Pass
Sarah Mulcrone — Pass
Lisa Smart — Honours

Acting
Grade 4 (Junior)
Emma Duckworth — Distinction
Georgina Hague — Distinction

Grade 5
Gemma Caunter — Distiction
Elizabeth Richards — Distinction

Mime
Grade 1
Hannah Armstrong — Distinction
Fay Clarke — Distinction
Victoria John — Distinction
Lucy Rickett — Distinction

Grade 2
Jane Abbot — Distinction
Sarah Gannon — Distinction

Grade 3
Katie Griffin — Pass
Joanna Helme — Pass
Nicolette Milligan — Pass
Claire Trippier — Pass

Associated Board of the Royal Schools of
Music
Lucy Meharg — Descant Recorder Grade 5
with Distinction
Lucy Rickett — Oboe Grade 3 with Merit
Kathryn Jackson — Singing Grade 1 with
Merit
Charlotte Wilkinson — Theory of Music
Grade 1
Kate Willcocks — Theory of Music Grade 3
and 4, Piano Grade 3 with Merit and Grade 4
Allison Wigman — Oboe Grade 3
Jane Long — Piano Grade 6 with Merit
Justina Cutting — Piano Grade 5 and Theory
of Music Grade 5
Lucy Brewis — Theory of Music Grade 1
Emma Bruce — Oboe Grade 5
Lavinia Cremer-Price — Piano Grade 3
Tracey Fowler — Theory of Music Grades 2
and 3, Piano Grade 2
Katie Griffin —'Cello Grade 2
Selina Hague — Theory of Music Grade 1,

Singing Grade 1
Lucy James — Theory of Music Grade 1
Helen Jeffery — Descant Recorder Grade 3
with Merit
Caroline Johnson — Theory of Music Grade
1, Piano Grade 1
Pippa Ker — Singing Grade 2 with Merit
Hayley Newbury — Piano Grade 1
Jodie Ng — Piano Grade 3
Lucy Pratt — Treble recorder Grade 3 and
Grace 5 with Merit
Alison Rich — Piano Grade 1
Elizabeth Richards — Piano Grade 1 with
Merit
Lisa Tope — Descant Recorder Grade 3 and
Grade 5 with Merit, Oboe Grade 4
Louise Winchester — Theory of Music Grade
2 and 3
Lisa Bairstow — Singing Grade 3 with Merit,
Flute Grade 5
Emma Fordham — Piano Grade 4
Sarah Hearsey — Trumpet Grade 3
Julie Look — Flute Grade 5
Rebecca Miller — singing Grade 3
Christine O'Keefe — Singing Grade 3 pass
with Merit
Kirsty Stewart — Clarinet Grade 4
Ornaree Chularatana — Piano Grade 5
Lisa Hughes — Theory of Music Grade 3
Gaynor Offer-Hoar — Theory of Music Grade
4
Rachel Sandford — Flute Grade 7 with Merit
and Grade 8

Pitman Certificate for Typing
Lara Booth — Elementary
Tara Clifford — Elementary and Intermediate
First Class Pass
Henrietta Darrell-Brown — Elementary and
Intermediate First Class Pass
Claire Endacott — Elementary
Tiffany Evans — Elementary and Intermediate
Charlotte Farrell — Elementary and Inter-
mediate
Lisa Hughes — Intermediate First Class Pass
Catherine Mason — Elementary and Inter-
mediate First Class Pass
Caroline Ntim — Elementary
Gaynor Offer-Hoar — Elementary and
Intermediate First Class Pass
Georgina Pope — Elementary and Inter-
mediate First Class Pass
Katherine Summers — Elementary and Inter-
mediate
Catherine Trinick — Advanced First Class
Pass, Certificate for Word Processing,
Shorthand 70 wpm
Sally Churchwood — Advanced First Class
Pass
Gail Flello — Pitman Certificate for Word
Processing
Wendy Insole — Intermediate First Class Pass
Kim Mills — Elementary and Intermediate
Rachel Sandford — Intermediate First Class
Pass



Prizewinners
Form and Progress Prizes
Form Form Prize Progress Prize
IK Lucy Meharg Victoria Wilmott-Sharp
IE Alexandra Donkin Lucy Rickett
IIW Nicola Gray Hannah Moon
IIR Charlotte Wade Charlotte Wilkinson
IIID Kate Willcocks Allison Wigman
IIIB Samantha MacDowell

Katie Snell
IVT Jane Long Jennifer Mason
IVM Heather MacMillan Joanna Helme

School Leavers
and Entrants
LEAVERS—APRIL 1987 Victoria Rogers Eliza Hunter
Charlotte Trinick Stacy Rogers Elizabeth Jackson

Sarah Rogers Victoria John
JULY 1987 Elizabeth Sobanjo Elizabeth King
Danielle Banner Lucy MacEachern
Fiona Case NEW PUPILS Faye McClusky
Caroline Norris JANUARY 1987 Jennie Medcraff
Christine O'Keefe Catherine Warne Amanda Nelson
Emily Robins Sarah Jane O'Neill
Tamsin Way APRIL 1987 Tamzin Paige
Emma Winter Kirstie Mills Helen Peplow
Tessa Sharp Beth Pascoe Sophie Ramsden
Lavinia Cremer-Price Emma Gratton-Davey Jennifer Redstone
Victoria Hope Karen Stuart Victoria Rich
Charlotte Johnson-King Sophie Porter
Nora Lo SEPTEMBER 1987 Tamsin Varcoe
Sarah Jane Maxwell Hannah Armstrong Melanie Rosser
Emma Molesworth-St . Aubyn Alyssa Arscott Claire Shrubb
Charlotte Farrell Daphne Barnicoat Karen Stephenson
Catherine Mason Sophie Baverstock Anna Thompson
Gaynor Offer-Hoar Jodie Best Rebecca Townsend
Belinda Burgess Sarah Blomeley Rachel Tyson
Sally Churchward Helen Brown Sharon Waldron
Gail Flello Rachel Bryant Elizabeth Wyer
Fyonah Hastings Katherine Chisnall Rosanna Scott
Wendy Insole Lucy Clapp Rebecca Rees
Kim Mills Laura Clarke Katie Rees
Lola Ntamila Kathryn Darby Debbie Pickstone
Rachel Sandford Gwyneth Evans Victoria Brain
Iona Stevenson Sarah Fagg Victoria Field
Katherine Winsor Jane Griffiths Claire Foster
Sarah Stone Zara Guthrie Clare Gilpin
Polly Jackson Helen Hammond Katherine Hawley
Sarah Smeeton Ruth Parker Cecily Mountjoy
Tara Clifford Helen Towell Rebecca Mutton

Victoria Hollinshead Cheryl Crompton
DECEMBER 1987 Anya Hodson Lynette Crompton
Charlotte Frisby-Gilbert Susannah Hottot Kathryn Byne
Kate Wills Joanna Hunt Tamara Cutting

Victoria Smith



Mushrooms . . .
conquer the World!
Somewhere in a little town in Devon, is a quite normal field, and in it stands a quite
normal pine. Among the roots of this tree, you would think, was a group of normal
mushrooms, but . ..
In the distance, gradually growing nearer, is the faint sound of merry chatter . This day
would be the dread of any poor, helpless mushroom, the village school's outing . Today
the children are going down to the river for a picnic, and they have to pass through this
field to get there . As the sound came to is climax a stampede of blurred colours flashed
passed . Because of the sudden uproar all the birds stopped singing and flew off in a
flurry. Only after the children had gone and the sounds of the voices were faint in the
distance did the birds come back and everything was back to normal . But was it?
Where the little group of mushrooms had been, they were not . Only one tiny mushroom
was left and around it where the other mushrooms had been was a soft brown sludge.
You may not believe this but this tiny, you may think helpless, mushroom was scheming
about how to conquer the human race, how to return our hostility . But would or could
this tiny, unimportant thing conquer the world?
Suddenly, the minute mushroom began to grow and multiply . In one week there were
mushrooms completely filling the field.
No matter what the Council did the mushrooms grew and spread . The school children
were sent to trample them down, but this did not do any good ; as soon as one was
squashed a few more grew in its place . As you can imagine all the housewives, cooks
and chefs had a marvellous time making things with mushrooms . Farmers sent men out
to dig up the mushrooms . They made fortunes selling them abroad . But was this a good
idea?
One unknown farmer, when sending some mushrooms to France, did not realise that
there was a hole in the crate, and when it was carried some of the mushrooms fell out,
and they rooted, thus causing the mushrooms to spread around France too . Soon all the
United Kingdom, France and the edges of all the countries around, were covered in
mushrooms; anywhere you looked, all you could see was a thick carpet of mushrooms.
How long would this nightmare last?
A newspaper report read : It will not be long now. Already most of Europe is covered in
mushrooms . The government have tried many ways of getting rid of this terrible plague
and they have called on the most important and clever scientists to see what is causing
these mushrooms to spread; so far there has been no answer.
The next day on the television the newsreader came on with a desk covered in
mushrooms . "Today" he said gravely, "will be a day to remember" . Still looking worried,
"The Prime Minister has been kidnapped, we have been sent a ransom note" . He was
beginning to toy at his already thin hair . It said, 'We are holding your Prime Minister
hostage and she will not be released until a promise has been made by the whole world
that mushrooms, toadstools, or any other kind of fungi should not be killed
unmercifully"' . The newsreader was now pulling out his hair . "Oh, goodnight", he said,
and went off the air before he was completely bald.
Will Margaret Thatcher survive? Will everyone be driven mad by mushrooms? Will any
of us ever eat a mushroom again? . . .

Jennifer Lean 3M

On the other hand . ..

"Today the entire world has been in total chaos as mushroom-kind has invaded".
Scientists say that these incredible toadstools have been working up to this for many
years.
"I do not know if we can stop these unbelievable attackers, but we will do everything
possible', said Mrs . Thatcher in the House of Commons this morning.
Hospitals have been working throughout the night, treating the effects of mushroom



infestation . Firemen have been called in to knock mushrooms off the top of St . Paul's
Cathedral, Nelson's Column, and the roofs of many important buildings in the country.
It is thought that England might be suffering the most from these toadstools as it is so
wet at this time of the year, and the ground is so moist.
The police are telling everyone to lock doors and windows and not to go outside unless
in an emergency. A man living in Central London had mushrooms eating him out of
house and home last night.
"I don't know where they came from, they just suddenly appeared last night . They
started coming in through cracks and openings and began eating everything . I called in
the police and they evacuated our entire area . I haven't seen my house since last night,
and quite honestly, I don't know if I want to".
"There will be more reports throughout today, but please stay at home . . . unless you are
forced out" .

Georgina Hague 3M

The writing on mushrooms taking over the world, arose from a reading of the poem
below.
We are grateful for permission to reproduce this (Copyright Ted Hughes, 1981),
published in Sylvia Plath's Collected Poems (Faber and Faber Ltd).

Mushrooms

Overnight, very
Whitely, discreetly,
Very quietly

Our toes, our noses
Take hold on the loam,
Acquire the air.

Nobody sees us,
Stops us, betrays us;
The small grains make room.

Soft fists insist on
Heaving the needles,
The leafy bedding,

Even the paving.
Our hammers, our rams,
Earless and eyeless,

Perfectly voiceless,
Widen the crannies,
Shoulder through holes . We

Diet on water,
On crumbs of shadow,
Bland-mannered, asking

Little or nothing.
So many of us!
So many of us!

We are shelves, we are
Tables, we are meek,
We are edible,

Nudgers and shovers
In spite of ourselves.
Our kind multiplies:

We shall by morning
Inherit the earth.
Our foot's in the door.

SYLVIA PLATH
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Kirsten Brown

Two Timing
"I can't get away from Luke"
Pack your suitcase while he is in the garden ; it's our only chance to get away together"
Ian's car was parked opposite the gate, I nearly made it . Then I saw Luke's unhappy
eyes ; I felt guilty
"Okay, Luke's won, the hotel accepts dogs!"

by Kirsten Brown 4B

Terms at Stover
Autumn Term at Stover,
Lacrosse has just begun,
Fireworks in the garden,
And Christmas party fun.

Winter Term at Stover,
Cross-country we must run,
Snowdrops in the garden,
And Exams that must be done.

Summer Term at Stover,
Swimming in the sun,
Roses in the garden,
And prizes to be won.

Miranda Higgs 2D



My Silver Locket
My silver locket,
Is the prettiest thing you've seen,
I keep it in my pocket,
And its centre is green.

My sister small and cuddly,
Adores my little locket,
She's all bright and bubbly,
When she can have it in her pocket.

I wear it every Sunday,
It makes me feel so grand,
I can't wear it on a Monday,
For at school my locket's banned.

by Leigh Dunkels 2D

All Things
Wise and Wonderful
Public Speaking Competition

Chairman's Report
I would like to introduce you, readers of the School Magazine, to an insight into the
Annual Public Speaking Competition. Having spent many Friday lunch-breaks battling
out our opinions cver controversial matters in the Debating Society with Mrs Jorgensen
and Mrs Paige only just holding the fort, Catriona Lane, Georgina Pope and myself
decided to brave the Public Speaking Competition.
After being drilled in oratorical skills we felt confident about our performance, but after
drawing the short straw to speak first — our nerves began to fray . Faced with an
encouraging audience we lived up to everyone's expectation.
Catriona gave us an intriguing and erudite speech concerning what the human race
could learn from animals, and how we might benefit from them, if we used examples of
their behaviour for improving our society today.
The climax of Catriona's speech was highlighted by the 'singing toy' which illustrated
her point of gross imitation, degrading the animal status, but unfortunately its endless
singing rather drowned the beautiful verse which ended her speech.
Georgina then proposed the Vote of Thanks and we felt relieved that our hard work had
not been wasted.
Although we did not win, nor did we lose! We had all learned valuable tips for next year's
competition, and had enjoyed a delicious cream tea!
We would like to thank Mrs Jorgensen and Mrs Paige for their help and guidance with
our speeches and I would like to wish next year's team the best of luck.
Meanwhile we return to our weekly debates .

Henrietta Darell-Brown L 6th
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The Rubbish Dump
An old rubbish dump, deserted for years, lies in the middle of a wooded area . It is dark
and mysterious as though it has a hidden secret that nobody knows . The rubbish dump
cannot be seen outside the old forgotten entrance, only a circle of trees guarding the
once attractive woodland . The dump is sealed by the wooden gate, broken and
splintered, that hangs limply by one hinge like an old man weary with life . The smell of
the sodden wood lingers and mingles with the scent of the crisp morning air . The
ground is a soft, sticky, squelch from the autumn rain.
The covering of the trees makes the darkness look uninviting and evil . Rubbish piled like
giant molehills stands in an array of colours . Flies hover like haloes over them . A strange
stench rises from the dirty dump . The rust of an old car flakes off like old skin . The
remains of a television, smashed by a stone a boy once threw, sits silenced forever . A
shampoo bottle, still with some of its contents lies abandoned on the earth . Collecting at
the top is a thick, smelly, soapy scum . The shafts of sunlight which find their way in
through gaps in the trees, make cracked broken glass gleam like rare jewels.
The grass around the dump is flat and brown with death . Plants now afraid to grow
there, have moved to the other side of the dump where there is still a natural habitat for
them to grow . There, primroses bloom in pale shades of yellow, bringing life into the
wood area. They grow in clusters around the foot of tall tree-trunks like children
gathered around their mother's feet for safety . Their heads bow in the breeze as though
weeping for the world they once had . Ivy strangles tree-trunks like an evil force killing
every living thing . The grass watches and cries its dew-drop tears . There is not a strong
wind in the dump, only a soft breeze which encloses such an icy chill that even the sun
could not warm it up . Dry leaves of gold and brown lie dead on the ground . Even the
breeze can not stir them.
The rubbish dump is strangely silent . Not even a bird sings in the trees. Insects crawl
under the hard cold stones and stay there . All over the dump a musty, murky, mystery
hangs dormantly .

Nicola Pillar 5J
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A Rainstorm in the Park
(after Dylan Thomas)

It is two o'clock . Grey swollen hands clasp over the heads of the children in Victoria
Park, invading the happy, shining blueness.
War Is Declared
The once carefree birds dart like feathered shooting stars into the safety of densely
clothed trees . The weapons, beginning as thin pen-knives, gradually transforming into
long spears of water that hustle towards the defenceless ground . There they collect in
water-filled craters . Black menacing seas which will later become the gay swimming
pools for the fear-ridden birds who will be braved by the sun.
Watch . Listen . Mothers begin to run away from the battle-field, carrying with them their
precious burdens . Wet, mud-splattered, shoeless, shapeless, whining, sand-bags of
responsibility . A cacophony of rivulets cascade into a human torrent thrusting there
way to the open mouth of the park gate.
Look . See him there ; the keeper . He stands tall, fearless against the driving rain . to the
children a caring giant, protector of their paradise . Rain spiders fall on strands from his
black cap and cheat as they jump inside his up-turned collar and race down the
'back-straight' to reach the finishing line of his trouser belt.
Look again . Feel the death of the park . Slippery slides, soggy swings, sad see-saws
singled out in this sorrowful sight . Gone is the noise, Gone are the people . Gone is the
happiness . See how the rain fights on although the battle is won.
Smell the wetness . Hear the silence . Emptiness . But look . Alone, uncared for sits the
Tramp. Veteran of many rain battles . Peaceful in the knowledge that soon the
brightness will return .

Elizabeth Richards 4Y

The Journey
I had finally reached my destination . A journey which took many years to complete . I
had never wanted to start but I had no choice . I had been nominated so I was out to
prove it was not a wasted journey . I could have pulled out at any time but I managed to
keep on travelling.
The beginning of my journey started when I was in a small, comfortable, balloon shaped
room. I was in a place cut off from the outside world ; a place where nothing existed . I
had my food provided for ; I was surrounded by a 'private pond'.
Suddenly and quite unexpectedly I was being forced out of my warm, dark room into a
cold, bright, enormous room . What had I done to deserve this? Was I being punished?
Where was I going?
This was the departure of my arrival at the journey of life . After just managing to catch
my first type of transport, I was exhausted . Being born is like being put on a cruise ship;
you have no worries . Everything is done for you and life is very luxurious . Like most
things this becomes tiresome after a while and everything from then on is becoming
harder.
When I was a toddler I was transported on a Concorde trip . Everything was still luxurious
but the trip was much shorter and life was being seen from a different view . The
Concorde landed when I was a teenager . I was taken off in a fast sports car . I led a fast
life taking many risks which could have been fatal but I managed to keep on the road of
happiness and success . This was due to good guidance and occasional hoots from
other drivers . I was pulled up for driving too fast, so I decided to stop driving altogether.
This happened to me when I was forty-five . I decided to travel on a train . Here I could
happily enjoy myself watching the world around me . The ride was slow and rickety . It
became tiresome and slowly it was coming to a grinding halt . I managed to get off the
train safely . Now I was to walk . This was a slow, painful experience but well worth it .
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Nearing the end of the journey !fell and twisted my ankle . The process was frightening, I
was trying to reach my destination . It was a hard struggle, at the end I was returning to
the world I once knew. The dark warm world which had pushed me out some eight-five
years previously.
I had just been tested or tried to see if I could cope with all the travel-sickness of life . The
arrival of my departure from life was celebrated . I had managed to bear the blisters and
had managed to clear any pollution which fouled my way . The journey was a frightening
experience but looking back on it, it was well worth it .

Lucie Brewis 4Y

In King Henry's Army
A few nights ago when I was sitting by the fire in our cottage and my mother was sitting
spinning by the window, trying to make the best use of the last strains of daylight, there
was a loud knock at the door . Before my mother could open it the door was flung back
and Master Trent, on of the Lord of the Manor pushed his way inside accompanied by
two of his manservants.
"John Hanover?" demanded Trent.
"Yes," said my mother before I had a chance to speak . "This is my lad John . What do you
want with him bursting in like this?"
My mother had never been one for acting humbly to the master . There had been times
when Lord Trent would have gladly thrown her off his land if it had not been that my
father was such a good worker and my brother, Joseph, a good archer.
"Hold your tongue woman!" snapped Trent . "Where are Joseph and Jake Hanover?"
My mother sat down suddenly and covered her eyes with her hand . It was then that my
father and Joseph arrived.
"What do you mean by upsetting my mother like this?" demanded Joseph who had
heard what Trent had said . "Do you not recall that my brother Jake was killed fighting
for the King?"
"Cross him off the list!" Trent ordered one of the men.
"What is it you want anyway?" asked my father.
"Joseph and John Hanover will leave at dawn to fight for the King against France," said
Trent and turned to leave.
"No!" cried my mother . "Why John's not even turned fourteen yet and we need Joseph ."
"Be ready at dawn outside the door," said Trent coolly and left accompanied by the two
men.
A feeling of pride came over me but Joseph's face was grave. He had been once before
and still had the scars to show, not to mention the memory of Jake being pierced with a
deadly, sharp sword . Suddenly I felt resentment boil up inside me . More than anything
else in the world I wanted to kill a Frenchman, to pay them back, to take their country . ..
"He's not going!" my mother's voice awoke me from my dreams of victories in battle.
"He's too young . He isn't strong enough!"
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"He has to go," I heard my father's voice reply from the back room where he was talking
to my mother . "But he'll come back . He may not be strong but I'm sure he'll come back ."
Now I felt indignant . How could they say that I was not strong? Only last week I had
helped to lift the heavy stones to make a wall near the top pasture!
Dawn came and Joseph and I stood outside the cottage with mother, father and
Hannah, my sister . The carts drew up . The first wagon containing Lord Trent, master
Trent and their servants . The next three carts were filled with the boys off the estate . I
knew all of them and so did Joseph but I could not help being a little apprehensive . They
were all a lot older than me and I knew from past experience that older boys were
inclined to make fun of littler ones, but comforted myself with the firm knowledge that
Joseph would stick up for me.
My mother was still upset but had pulled herself together a little more than the previous
evening . Being a down to earth sort of woman she had sense to realise this, that we had
to go and that there was no way she could prevent it.
"See you soon," she said to Joseph in a choked voice, clasping his hand, then freeing
Joseph she turned to me and seized me up in her arms as if I was a baby . I was highly
embarrassed . Someone who is off to fight for his King does not greatly appreciate being
cuddled like a small child . I pulled myself away from her, my cheeks glowing red with
embarrassment . I could imagine how the others would laugh at me. Joseph helped me
up into the cart and jumped up himself . I found to my dismay that the space that had
been reserved for me was next to a large, foul-mouthed youth called Ned Pranon who
took great delight in picking on smaller folk . I hardly glanced at the remainder of my
family as we jolted away across the dirt track . My cheeks were starting to burn again in
anticipation of what Ned would say and I was remembering how my father and my
mother had said I was not strong enough.
As we jolted out of sight I turned and saw my mother quivering, clutching Hannah and
my father standing straight and erect as he had stood for years . I saw the early morning
sun drift down on to the thatch of the roof and noticed the hay ricks which were by now,
little more than black specks and then we turned the corner and I couldn't see them any
more. A lump started to well up in my throat and suddenly I was shaking and crying . The
tears poured ucontrollably from my eyes and I wished that my father would come and
fetch me home and that I had said goodbye properly.
Old master Lowry who was driving the cart turned around to see what the commotion
was.
"I knew he was too young," I heard him say to John Williams who was sitting next to him.
I abruptly stopped howling like a baby . I was determined not to be too young! I was
determined to show them all!
We carried on briskly, jogging along past quiet hamlets and riversides . Sometimes
people came out of their cottages to see the convoy bearing the Trent's coat of arms
pass by . Sometimes boys would come out of their houses and shout encouragement, it
was this that I was proud to be part of King Henry's army.
There was no jeering and teasing as I had expected but everyone was grave and silent . It
was not long before I grew tired of watching the countryside float past and fell asleep.
I was awoken by Joseph as we neared our destination . We were travelling through the
town of Southampton . It was the largest place I had ever visited, but I was to see larger.
There were several colourful travelling merchants walking the lanes laden with pots and
brightly coloured cloths . We passed several shops . A cordwainer's stall was set up
outside his house . Coloured strips of leather laid across the long table . There were a
large amount of houses as well, some large ones and some small . The we passed a great
church with magnificent stone work and large meadows spreading around it . Then we
came upon several large fields in one of which were a number of large wooden barns.
Here the carts stopped and we piled out . The Trents and their servants went to the fine
house in a nearby meadow whilst we were told by a large man in army livery to follow
him . We were lead into another large field and given smart new bows and shaped
arrows. In turn we were told to shoot at the practice targets . I was dreading my turn . I
had never been a very good shot and so far nobody had missed . I was faintly shocked
when my arrow stuck, steadfast in the edge of the target . The target was moved further
and further away and different men also dressed in army livery came around instructing
us on how to improve our shots . We worked without a break and finally when my arms
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felt as though they would drop off we were told to head for the barns . We trudged on
towards the barns . When we finally reached our destination we were given a light meal
of bread and cheese and ale whilst we sat on sacking.
"Get some sleep now," said one of the men . "We'll be up early tomorrow to head for the
coast ."
The coast! As I lay on the sacking I wondered what the coast could be and tried to
picture how it would look then I must have drifted off to sleep.
Light came all too soon and even as we were once more climbing up on to the carts I felt
sleepy . I fell asleep as we moved along and it was not until I heard the strange cry of sea
birds and smelt the curious tang of the coast that I awoke . The ocean! A vast and over
awing mass of dark water and in it lay rickety vessels, dozens of them lined up next to
each other . All around the ships there was movement . Men clambered aboard and
others loaded armour and food supplies . I looked beyond the boats but could see no
end to the water, stretching out as far as the eye could see . I stood there in my army
livery clutching my bow, my feet quaking in the shiny boots . A feeling of doubt
overwhelmed me . Here I was among all these people, travelling across deep, perilous
waters to an even more treacherous land . I trudged with the others to the quay side . I
looked across at the forecastle of the ship that I was about to board . There I would stand,
aiming at a Frenchman, maybe I would even return . Now I thought of nothing but
fighting and winning the honours for my King . I looked further up the quay side to where
the royal vessel was moored . The royal standard was flapping in the breeze . Maybe one
day I would become a King's knight . I stood and thought as I united with hundreds of
others to board my ship .

Lucy Meharg 2D

Nightmare experienced by a soldier suffering from a fatal wound in the trenches during
the First World War.

They carried me to the back trenches where I was given a drink of warm, dirty water . It
refreshed me somewhat and cleared the mist from my head, but this only caused the
pain to seem more real . I heard someone say, "There's not much we can do for him,"
although it didn't really register, and at last I fell into a feverish sleep.
As my eyes closed, a blankness enveloped me and I was standing in a black void . Aware
only of the ground under my feet, the place first appeared to be otherwise empty of any
feature. Here, I was not in the midst of the fighting, but neither was I safe . An
overwhelming feeling of emptiness swept over me, and the throbbing pain of the wound
racked my body.
At last I was aware that the void was actually a room, but not a normal one . It had no
windows and appeared to be underground, with damp mud walls and low dark ceiling . It
was difficult to distinguish even these features because of the dim light, and as I was
contemplating this, I realised that this light came from a door ahead of me. It slowly
became more distinct, and I saw that it was open and was really more like a gate one
would find in a garden wall . It was framed by an arched trellis of roses, but these were
dead and charred with smoke . It had once been painted white but it was now suffering
from neglect and the paint was peeling and cracking . Large splinters of wood hung off it
here and there, and the entrance was overgrown with weeds . Then I realised with a
terrible sense of tragedy that this was the Door of Life .



Instinctively, I turned around and looked behind me . It was true . Opposite the Door of
Life was the Door of Death . How I was certain of this I am not sure, but it seemed clear at
the time. My head swirled and the walls on either side of me began to close in,
pressuring me to move either one direction or the other, and I knew I would have to
decide . I had always had a fear of decisions, and there I was faced with the most
important one I would ever make . I looked desperately around myself, searching for
some sign to tell me what to do, but there was none.
The walls of the dank room moved steadily closer together, and soon they were within a
distance where I could see them clearly . Gashes scooped out of the walls showed me
where others had dug their hands into the mud in a desperate attempt to reach the Door
of Life.
I considered for a moment doing the same . Obviously the majority of people who had
previously found themselves in this position had made the decision to try and get
through the door in front of me . They must have seen something worthwhile on the
other side ; but I was doubtful . All that I could see through the mass of dead roses was
the incessant light from which there never came any relief, and the clouds of smoke and
flame which corrsponded with the shattering of shells and grenades . I took a few steps
toward the door, and as I did so the pain in my body became worse . Still, I could not see
properly, so I took a deep breath and staggered to where I could lean on the broken
trellis and look out.
Just a few yards beyond me were several little birds, chattering to themselves and
pecking among the rubbish . The sight of them brought back memories of my early
childhood; long, happy days of growing awareness and knowledge of the world around
me . I remembered the happiness and the contented feeling of having no worries, too
young to understand the problems of the world . I had usually played in the garden all
day, sheltered from anything that might cause distress . A terrible longing for those days
to return seized me, and drops of water ran down my face, though whether it was sweat
from my burning forehead or long-unshed tears I do not know.
The birds appeared undisturbed by the wreckage around them . I seemed to be looking
into a large garden . The grass and dirt had been churned up into a squelchy mud in
which the fallen fruit of several trees was rotting . There was an overpowering stench of
decay in the stale air . Looking further into the distance, I could see the wafting green
smoke of gas shells ; and the far-off sound of mens' voices', shouting and groaning,
haunted my ears . Then a wind from the other side of the door seem to try to pull me
through it, but I resisted it and retreated back out of its grasp . I turned around and put
the horror behind me.
The mud walls of the once vast room were now so close together that they had formed a
corridor little more than the width of my body, a door at each end . With all the gore and
terror to my back, I faced the other door . Beyond it was a gentle darkness that beckoned
to me, calling out to my aching body . Rest . Rest from the deafening noise of men and
gunfire . Only rest and peace in the quiet.
My decision was made . Even as I began to walk towards the Door of Peace, the pain
lessened and the fever went . A great rush of relief swept my body, and I closed my
exhausted eyes .

Jennifer Mason 5J

Classics
The joints grow in the wrong direction and you become "pigeon legged".

This poem has two verses, one at the beginning and one at the end.

What word describes a man who always expects the best to happen?
Answer: goody-goody.
(We were of course looking for the answer — fool)



The Tramp - Emily Robins In full flight . ..

- Sally Churchward and Tiffany Evans

The organisation it took to get this production off the ground and running smoothly was
phenomenal . One moment we had a crowd of rowdy, noisy schoolgirls and the next,
uniformed rank of army ants, or coquettish butterflies doing the silly things that only
they know how to! The casting was so well done that it left us wondering if perhaps our
producers weren't as unobservant during the day as we were led to believe . Certainly I
think everyone found a little of themselves in the part that they played . Though what I
could possibly have in common with Otto, an extremely dumb butterfly, I wonder —
nothing like me, Mrs Jorgensen?!!
The play had many very funny moments and particularly amusing were Mr and Mrs
Beetle played by Nicola Pillar and Lisa Tope . Their portrayal of a miserly husband and
wife hoarding their "pile" of money and their insults to one another left us in stitches
—still friends you two? Also very funny was the Larva, a spolt, screaming brat, played by
Catriona Lane . This objectionable little girl was brought to life with such realism
—another part well cast? No, only joking Cat!
Mrs Jorgensen and Mrs Paige must be congratulated for managing to get people inside
when it was time for rehearsals ; especially considering the wonderful sunny weather we
were having . It was quite a feat to get everyone working together when all we wanted to
do was lie in the sun!



The costumes were extremely original and much work went into them . The butterflies
were truly brought to life with their 20's style outfits and colourful masks . Thanks must
be given to Mrs Kearney, Mrs MacDonald and everyone who helped with the sewing and
mask production . Likewise thanks must be paid to the scenery painters who managed
to convert the Jubilee Hall into a deep, shady glade.
Of course, our play had a deep meaning visible only to the discerning viewer . The
drunken tramp, played so movingly by Emily Robins, gradually had the veils of
incomprehension stripped from his eyes as he watched the insect world exhibit the
foibles, follies and failings of mankind ; each insect group was a cameo representation
of stereotypes which mankind unconsciously lapses into . To anyone not wishing to
read too deeply into our play we presented them with an amusing portrayal of insects at
their silliest!

Tiffany Evans

Even ants have to eat!
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The Templer Way
The spring of 1987 saw the opening of a new footpath linkling Hay Tor to, eventually,
Teignmouth . The footpath follows as closely as possible the route taken by the old
granite tramway from the quarries on Hay Tor to the Stover Canal, and thence follows
the river Teign to the sea . The granite quarries, the tramway and the Stover Canal were
all the work of the enterprising Templer family, the original occupants of Stover.
Some of the granite from the Dartmoor quarry was used in the construction of the
British Museum and the Bank of England . Sadly, the Templer's fortune was lost by
George Templer's gambling-addicted grandson, and Stover House was sold into the
possession of the Duke of Somerset.
The granite quarry and tramway were visited during the summer by the first year history
class.

All that now remains of the granite
tramway and lifting gear.



Stover Students on
Rampage in France
by roving reporters Caroline Roberts and Penny Colston
Half-term, October 1987

We set off at 5 am bleary-eyed towards Newhaven. Under the guidance of Mrs Taylor,
Miss Evans, Miss Young, Mrs Jorgensen and our amiable driver, Ron, the coach snored
its way down the motorway . After a cramped crossing we returned to the coach where
Ron entertained us with some authentic French music as we proceeded to cruise
through the beautiful countryside.
Reaching Villers-Cotterets, we had an unexpected tour in an attempt to find the Hotel.
Once settled we had a typical French meal, consisting of Beftek et Pornmes Frites!
On Sunday we clambered back into the coach and sped off to 'La Pompelle', a fort from
the First World War which had been converted into a museum . It was crammed with
relics found in the surrounding area, such as helmets, uniforms and weapons . Outside
there were some tanks and guns which saw action during the war . The horror of the war
was brought into startling realisation when we visited one of the many war cemetries.
The next day saw us at Compiegne visiting "Le Wagon de L'Armistice" where the
ceasefire was signed in November 1918 . Afterwards we ate our packed lunches
amongst the trees and then sampled the various patisseries of the town!
Back on the coach bound for Paris, bouncing along L'autoroute to the sounds of the
Sixties (courtesy of Kate!) . Ron took us on a tour of the sites by night such as the Tour
d'Eiffel and Notre Dame . It was spectacular ; a very special experience for those who had
never visited Paris before.
The next day we were permitted a free tour of Paris at our leisure . Being with Artists
(Annette and Penny) our group decided to visit Le Centre de George Pompidou, with its
strange modern architecture and artwork . Others raided the metro and eventually
reached the Sacre-Coeur . Whether this was intentional is unknown!
Dieppe was our next and final stop, where we encountered "Ritz the Pitz" — anyone who
was on the trip will never forget the "luxurious hotel" L'Auberge Normande . However,
the warmth of our reception and the local food made up amply for a rather
uncomfortable night.
The next day blockades on sea ports were lifted to allow the Stover party to return happy
but exhausted to base . Just in time for registration next morning!
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On the rampage in Paris Notre Dame

Art Trip
Date

	

19th October 1987
Destination London
Itinerary

	

Royal Academy
Tate Gallery
National Gallery

The fifth and six form art groups left Newton Abbot on the 7 .20 am train and arrived at
Paddington at 9 .30 am . The first gallery we visited was the Royal Academy of Arts at
Piccadilly . We saw the master drawings from the Woodner collection which included
drawings by Raphael, Andrea del Sarta, Rembrandt, Goya and Cezanne . The pictures
showed many different drawing techniques from fine silver point of the fifteenth and
early sixteenth centuries to the uses of charcoal and conte crayon of the mid-nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries.
We then travelled by tube to the Tate Gallery and ate our lunch on the steps at the main
entrance overlooking the river Thames. We spent nearly two hours in the Clore Gallery
looking at the Turner collection . We studied in detail the pictures which we had seen on
slides at school the week before . After spending some time at the gallery shop we
moved on to the National Gallery in Trafalgar Square . While we were travelling there we
unfortunately left Mrs MacDonald and Sister Beastall on the tube platform at Pimlico —
one of the minor mishaps of the day! They soon caught up with us . Everyone enjoyed
the National Gallery where we saw the famous Bathers, Asnieres by Seurat and other
pictures including works by Monet and Van Gogh.
We left the National Gallery and headed back to Paddington to catch our train at 7 pm.
We had a quiet journey back to school as we had little energy left and we finally arrived
back at Stover at 10.15 pm . It was a very enjoyable day. Thanks to Mrs Hunt, Mrs
MacDonald and Sister Beastall who put up with us all!

Sarah Guggenheim



Dear Friends,
After being mentally and physically tortured on the ski trip to Italy 1987, I thought I'd
better warn any first and second years who have any inkling (or any idea) of going . After
getting up at one in the morning life was not so rosy . As none of us were fully awake
some suitcases were nearly lost on the conveyor belt at the airport . When we finally
arrived we piled into the hotel to discover 42 boys from Wales were staying there too.
After shrieks of delight most of the girls rushed upstairs to get prepared, which took
about 3 hours.
The next day was the ski lesson which went disastrously wrong . The lesson was full of
ups and downs, mostly downs . Just before lunch we went down a slope to the hotel . Lisa
Bairstow had the privilege to look after me . Thanks to her we missed the turning and
ended up in the town surrounded by strange-looking Italians . We found our way back
eventually . Mrs Morgan was very worried . So take my advice ; don't risk life and limb on
the ski trip.
P .S . The best of luck to all of the girls going this year.
P .P .S . It's not as bad as it sounds .

L . Cumbley 3W
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i SCIENCE e'
CLUB

Science Club is a new activity this term . It is basically the fun part of science . We started
by making lots of herbal perfumes etc . I tried to make an apple and sage face pack, and
although it worked quite well, when I tried putting it on my face it looked like I had
covered my face with mashed baked beans! Some others made some egg and mint
perfume (?!!) but when it was heated it turned into scrambled egg! We are now doing a
project on the purity of our water and find our streams are infested with sludge
worms . We have a lot of fun and are looking for more members .

Frances Coward 3W

Some recipes Science Club members have tried —

Anti-Wrinkle Lotion
Drop 15 to 20 petals into 280ml boiling water and allow them to infuse for approximately
ten minutes, filter or strain and then allow the liquid to cool before bottling . Use night
and morning it is especially kind to dry skin.

Almond Oil
4oz ground almonds
1 litre of rose water or rain water
1 tsp sugar
1/2 tsp tincture of Benzoin
Mix the almonds with the rose water or rain water until the mixture resembles a fine
paste . Then filter through fine muslin . Add sugar and a few drops of tincture of benzoin
and bottle ready for use .

Bryony Horne

Egg white and Cucumber Mask
Mix together:
2 egg whites
1 cucumber
1 teaspoon lemon juice
1/4 teaspoon peppermint extract
1 teaspoon 50% rubbing alcohol (or isopropyl alcohol)
ice cubes
Whip the egg whites, then blend together with all the other ingredients in an electric
blender . Anything left over can be stored in your refrigerator.
Dab the mixture on to your face and leave for approximately eight minutes . If there is an
excessive tingling effect before this time, remove the pack with tepid water and tissues
or cotton wool and splash the skin once more with tepid water afterwards, or omit the
alcohol .

Charlotte Wade



The autumn term has seen the transformation of the Gymnasium in the Clockhouse,
into a large modern, well equipped Biology Laboratory.
The design of the Laboratory allows maximum flexibility for a variety of teaching
methods . This meets the new demands of GCSE courses with the emphasis on pupils to
acquire a range of practical skills.
Gas, electricity, H&C water are supplied to six fixed units called pods and movable
tables are arranged around these pods to accommodate a range of learning situations.
A demonstration bench is sited towards one end of the laboratory where girls can watch
specific teacher demonstrations . Behind this is a large display area reserved for
individual project and practical work as well as for larger pieces of apparatus such as
the apuerium and locust cage . General apparatus is stored as sets in trays around the
Laboratory and five large corkboards provide ample facilities to display girls' work,
details of careers and courses within this discipline, posters as well as current issues
and topics.
The additional Biology Laboratory is providing us all with a splendid environment
where work of the highest scientific standard can be produced .

S . Bradley



The Second

Phyllis Dean Memorial Concert
July 4th 1987

On a glorious summer evening when Stover must surely look at its best, our audience
was captivated by the brilliant performances of the delightful clarinettist Emma
Johnson.
Emma became a household name in 1984 when she won the BBC Young Musician of the
Year Competition and since then has established a considerable reputation on the
international concert platform.
Her programme, which she introduced herself, ranged from Weber's "Grand Duo
Concertante in E b " in which her accompanist was Edward Moore to three pieces "For
Emma" by John Dankworth.
Perhaps the most memorable part of the evening came after being dazzled by her
amazing technique and breath-control when during an encore — Gershwin's haunting
"Summertime" — with the setting sun pouring through the windows of the Jubilee Hall
the final strains faded but somehow still continue — a moment of pure magic.
Such concerts can only help to encourage our own budding musicians.
A coachful of approximately forty girls (the majority of them juniors) and three members
of staff — Mrs Ruddick, Mrs Burden (my piano teacher) and the "German" Miss Evans

Group of
1st and 2nd

Year Musicians



Visit to the Royal Festival Hall and
Covent Garden Market
A coach of approximately forty girls (the majority of them juniors) and three members of
staff — Mrs Ruddick, Mrs Burden (my piano teacher) and the "German" Miss Evans
—left Stover at 8 am on Sunday 8th March 1987 . Our destination was London, where we
were to spend the day followed by a concert at the Royal Festival Hall in the evening.
Besides the many juniors there was a small group of fifth form musicians who were on
the coach . Mrs Ruddick had advised us to go as the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra were
playing one of our set works by Glinka.
Everybody spent the afternoon at the markets in Covent Garden . By early evening,
however, we had all assembled in the Royal Festival Hall . The concert began with the
Overture from the opera "Russlau and Ludmilla" by Glinka, conducted by the principal
guest conductor Walter Weller . This was followed by the "L'Arlesienne Suite No . 2" by
Bizet ; this was most enjoyable, especially the excellent flautists who seemed to soar
above the other instruments . It was a great contrast to the very quick, loud overture . The
third composer was Grieg . The soloist, Howard Shelley, played his "Piano Concerto".
After the interval Walter Weller conducted the final work "Beethoven's Fifth Symphony
in C minor" . It is one of my favourite orchestral pieces.
After this performance there was continued applause for all of five minutes . We had all
enjoyed ourselves and benefited for seeing a live performance, as opposed to following
a record and an orchestral score .

Lisa Bairstow 5J

A memorable moment
before the concert!

Our Visit to The Royal Opera House,
Covent Garden
Excitement and anticipation had increased as the day had grown nearer . There were six
of us from Stover, the rest from different schools . We went up to London on a coach and
arrived at Covent Garden at 12 .30 pm. We sat in the 'Gods' and were quite amazed at the
magnificence of it all.
At 1 pm the curtains were up . It was the opera "Tosca" with the music by Giacomo
Puccini . The singing was all in Italian so the English translations were printed above the
stage. The story is mainly about Cavaradossi, a painter, and Tosca who are in love . They
help hide a prisoner and Cavaradossi ends up being shot . Tosca with a broken heart,
commits suicide. A very tragic ending to a tremendously dramatic opera . It was a
wonderful day, only costing £10 . An experience that none of us will ever forget.

Alison Walker 4Y
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A Chinese Meal
On the 19th June, 1987, Fiona, Nora and I had prepared a Chinese meal for our
headmistress, Miss Evans, Miss Young, Mrs Jorgensen, Mrs Collinge, Mrs Whittaker,
Mrs Dipper, and the rest of the fifth form ; as a treat during the 'O'-level examinations . It
was a very pleasant afternoon, everybody enjoyed it, especially those who love Chinese
food.
It was not only those who were eating that enjoyed it, we enjoyed it as well . We found
that it was a very special experience . We had learnt how to organise such a meal, that is
we had made all the preparations the night before ; laying out the table and making sure
that everything was in the right place . However, catering seemed to be our weakest
point . We had bought forty bottles of Soya Sauce to start with and it was far too much!
Fortunately, the school kitchen needed some of them, if they had not I do not really
know what we would have done with them all.
Luckily, the mistake we made in catering was not all that serious and it hadn't affected
the atmosphere at all, in fact, no one knew apart from us and Mrs Collinge at the time.
We were really pleased that everyone enjoyed themselves and helped to clear up at the
end . Everyone put a great effort in to the clearing up which was a relief, and we managed
to tidy up the Domestic Science Room in less than half an hour which was amazing!
That was a record!
Finally I found that the meal had not only been enjoyable, it was an experience as well.
However, it was an experience that proved that our form could co-operate with each
other when they wanted to and I am sure that this is something that the staff will
appreciate!

Alex Mak

Enjoying a delightful Crab Soup .



World Wild-Life
Sponsored Walk
We set off at a roaring pace
Starting at the starting place
There were people and dogs too
You can imagine what I stepped in
Can't you?!

We got lost in the bushes
On the the way to the loo
But the silly lot had no toilets
And the bushes had to do.

The dog came back soaked
He'd been in the lake.
"Jake" I croaked
On we go to our tenth mile
We arrived in wellies what style!!
We went home after a tiring day.
And tried to get our sponsors to pay
Could we?
NO WAY!!

Our teachers were astounded,
Our parents were quite shocked,
We'd raised such a pile
Probably because they had to pay THE LOT!!
by Sarah Mulcrone and Annabel Hughes

(This year the walk for Wild Life raised a record £650 for the Conservation of British
Woodlands . Congratulations to all those who helped to raise such a splendid
amount .)

I
C. Wilkinson
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The Horse of the Year Show
1987

In her 4th year at Stover, Katherine Wills competed successfully in the Horse of the Year
Show, and came second in her competition.

Qualifying for the Horse of the Year Show has been the most exciting event in my
equestrian career so far . To compete there is the ambition of most riders ; it is known as
the most prestigious event in the riding year and to go is the climax to a year of
dedication and hard work . Having qualified, I was petrified that something would go
wrong with my pony, Mr Justin, an 8-year-old bay gelding that I had as a novice at the
beginning of this year.
On the morning of the show on Friday, 8th October, 1987, I had a warm up at 6 .30 am in
the main arena, which meant I had to be up at 5 am to feed and groom . My trainer, Karen
Stone, came and stood on the side lines to make sure we were working correctly
together and there were lots of senior riders and horses all working at the same time in
the arena . My event started at 11 .30 am and we were third to go . Standing behind the red
curtains I could hear what was going on in the arena and trying to remember everything
with my stomach going into my mouth was difficult . Suddenly the red curtains opened
and we cantered in, saluted to the judges and we were on our own . I knew any mistake I
made would put me out of the jump off . I stayed very calm and really concentrated, Mr
Justin jumped beautifully and seemed to enjoy all the bright lights and flowers
everywhere. Six riders went through to the jump off and I was drawn second to go . Mr
Justin jumped well with some good turns, and did it in a good time . I was in the lead until
the last rider went, who beat me by 1 1/2 seconds . I was disappointed but at least we didn't
disgrace ourselves . Having watched the competition on video I realised that if I had not
taken a pull before the last fence, I would have won . Oh well, there's always another
year!! At least I've been and if I never qualify for it again I can always look back and say "I
rode at the Horse of the Year Show" .

Kate Wills



What on earth is that?

The first time I went Hash Harrying I really enjoyed myself . We were taken through
forests, up hills and along roads.
Hash Harrying is a very enjoyable pastime . The object is to follow the sawdust trails until
you come to a sawdust ring . When you get to this, there are a number of paths that could
continue your venture . A person goes down to check each path and if you find 3 blobs of
sawdust that means you are on the right track so therefore you summon every one down
by shouting 'ON-ON' . But if you find 2 blobs of sawdust then a cross you have to run
back up and hope that the others have found the right one.
As you go along a man or woman blows a bugle . So when you find a blob of sawdust you
shout 'ON-ON' and the person blows the bugle as hard as he or she can . By the end of
the run the man or woman who blows the bugle is so exhausted that a rather funny
sound comes out.
So far I have only been to an Ash Ash Hash which is organised by the Ashburton Hash
Harriers . Anyway they call each other names such as Biggles (a plump jolly man that
wears rather strange hats, and he has the most horrendous laugh) . They also have other
names like Mint Sauce, Scarlet Woman and Jaws, who out to be people who are sheep
farmers, dentists or always wears red.
I thoroughly enjoyed myself and I'm sure anyone else who likes a nice country run
would enjoy themselves too.
Of course I could always tell you about orienteering but thats another story . ..

Emma Wyness 2D

National Tennis Training
Bisham Abbey
Bisham Abbey is a National Sports Centre situated near Marlow, Bucks . I went there for
four days tennis training with seven other girls from other parts of the country . We also
had with us two national coaches.
We were up each morning at seven, on with our tracksuits and off fora one hour jog . We
arrived back in time to shower and change again into tennis kit and have breakfast . We
then went to the main hall where there were four indoor tennis courts . We started by
doing half an hour of warming up exercises, then we went through all the strokes in
tennis till 1 .30 when we broke for lunch . We started again at 3 o'clock and played
matches against each other until 6 o'clock . We then showered and rested until our
evening meal at seven . We watched TV until 9 when we had to go to bed. Each day
started the same, except Sunday when we had a 2 1/2 hour jog and then mental fitness
and toughness tests . We ended at 4 pm on Sunday, exhausted!

Helen Towell 2R
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Queen Elizabeth
Queen Elizabeth House has enjoyed an interesting year, although unfortunately we
were unable to retain the House Cup for only the third time in five years . However last
term we made up for our loss of the Cup, by almost sweeping the board with the General
Knowledge, Drama and Junior Lacrosse.
We received a new member, too, our House Mascot Bear named Kim . Kim Mills, our
previous House Captain donated her to the house and I have greatly enjoyed looking
after her for the duration of the year.
We were sad to lose Katie Jones, our popular and successful Games Captain, who for
many years has energetically spurred on our house in all the Games and Gym
Competitions . She was a great asset to us and we will probably remember her best for
her gold award winning gym performances and her vivacious character . We must thank
Caroline Roberts for taking over her position as she has thrown herself into the deep
end with organisation of the Netball, Cross-Country and Gym teams . . . So Beware!!
Our House meetings have provided us with entertainment, specifically noting Mr
Davies' excellent poem for our House! and have brought us up to date with topical,
religious and cultural matters throughout the year.
With enthusiastic participation in all competitions, and in a wide range of activities,
Queen Elizabeth has enjoyed a fruitful year . Although perhaps, I wish I could persuade
all Elizabethans not to gain so many unnecessary bad marks this term, so we can regain
our title as the best house.
I would like to thank Miss Young, and our Staff for all their help, and finally — thank
my loyal Vice-Captain, Tiffany Evans for her support throughout the year.
Good Luck for the remaining year and keep up the good work!!

Henrietta Darell-Brown
Queen Elizabeth House Captain

Queen Victoria
It has been an eventful year for Victoria House with great improvements both
academically and in behaviour . It seems Victoria has finally overcome the problem of
"over-developed characters", with the autumn term defeat and just 0 .3 for the House
Cup — Well Done!
Under the guidance of Belinda Burgess last year Victoria managed to improve her
performance on the sports field by winning the Athletics, an new house event at Stover,
and by snatching the Senior Tennis, although not victorious in any other sport, Victoria
has narrowly missed winning many competitions.
The Swimming Gala was a memorable event to all those who took part, perhaps not so
to the spectators — who were gallant if they stayed in the pouring rain for longer than
five minutes.
Girls from Victoria have taken part in numerous events throughout the year such as the
excellent displays and performances at Speech Day . In the Insect Play we saw the
different sides of many characters!
As usual we had our annual group of girls who went Ski-ing in Italy — another trip is
planned for this term . Many girls from the Senior end of the school visited France at half



term on a joint French/History trip . Hopefully both French and History improved . ..
however a great time had by all.
All in all it has been an exciting year — let's hope 1988 will be as successful — we may
even win the House Cup if such marked improvement continues!!
Thank-you to Miss Evans and all the House Staff and everyone who has made 1987 so
successful — including Prefects and Bronzes.
Finally we were all sad to say farewell to our loyal House Captain Elizabeth Sobanjo who
was a most active and caring member of the House — Good Luck to her in the future and
to you all .

Sarah Kendall
Queen Victoria

A poem dedicated to the Members of Victoria House
Elizabeth Sobanjo

There we stand
Sarah, Miss Evans and I
My Vice, my Boss and I
Give me your house points we cry.
Lucy, so we grin
Emily, so we smile
Jane nought we groan
Mary don't know we . ..

There we stand
Sarah, Miss Evans and I
Play lax, play netball! we cry.
Don't grunt, don't groan
Just rise to the occasion.

There we stand
Sarah, Miss Evans and I
Please, Please! we cry
If you can't give plus
Please no minus's.

Keep up the good work
Stop the bad.

Here we stand
Sarah, Miss Evans and
To cheer, to organise
But it's up to you
To do, to believe.
Victoria is our house
And victorious we shall be.

Queen Mary
I was told recently that members of Mary are, without exception, arrogant . But what
does that matter when there is something to be arrogant about?
Summer 1987 was a good term for Mary . We got the 'big one' — The House Cup — a
moving experience for all concerned, not least Sally Churchward our House Captain at
the time.
We also developed our sporting skills . We were victorious in the Swimming Gala
—where it wasn't just the competitors who got wet! Although beaten in the Senior
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Tennis we won the Junior event — congratulations to all those concerned. Another
success was the new Interhouse Cricket Competition involving all years.
Taking over as House Captain in the autumn I was determined to keep up the good
work. However we seemed to be second in nearly everything : Drama, Junior Lacrosse
and General Knowledge, though we did win the Senior Lacrosse, and, of course, the
House Cup by 0 .3%.
Members of the House took part in many events in the autumn . We had many first team
places for Lacrosse and Netball, two in the Public Speaking competition and some
budding entrepreneurs in the Young Enterprise Company . There were also notably
Paula Wills' Bronze Medal in Speech and Drama and Jane Long for Grade Five Violin
with Merit.
All in all a good two terms . Special thanks go to Sally for all the 'encouragement' last
summer, and to Mrs Kearney and the House Staff for all their support.
Keep up the good work .

Georgina Pope
Queen Mary

Games Report
1986/87

Captain of School Games — Belinda Burgess
HOUSE GAMES CAPTAINS
Queen Elizabeth — Katie Jones
Queen Mary — Heloise Masters
Queen Victoria — Belinda Burgess

I like to think that the past year has been a successful year for Stover regarding Sport.
Lacrosse remains the traditional 'Game of Stover' . Although the results may apear
unimpressive it must be remembered that Stover is not only a small school but also has
no local competition . Therefore players have to work twice as hard to improve their
game, relying on self-discipline and determination . We attended tournaments at St
Swithins, Sherborne (as well as a friendly game) and the annual Merton Tournament,
the high point of Stover's Lacrosse season . The Lacrosse 'Club' held on a Monday
evening, saw an improvement in many players, as well as an improved appearance with
our bright new sweat-shirts!
Netball is still as popular and thankfully we were able to play more local matches this
year than last year . The First Team had a few victories in the Torbay Ladies' League.
Some promising new players began to emerge at the end of the season.
The Cross Country Season saw the usual clay covered figures 'sprinting' up the 'torture
field', the piles of 'clay boots' laying claim to the cellars and the usual complaints.
However Stover was able to achieve some notable victories at all levels in the South
Devon Inter-Schools Championships at Forges Cross.
The Stover Gymnasts have not only provided the musical entertainment at break, rest
and after school, in the Jubilee Hall, but have won numerous competitions throughout
Devon, reaching the Devon Finals . Stover was able to hold the South Devon
Championships for the first time this year . I will progress to the summer.



All Summer Sports appear to be popular . There were several Tennis Tournaments with
some formidable opposition . However there were some successes in the junior school
with some rising stars (I hope) emerging.
Rounders is another favourite, played in and out of School hours, with successes at
various levels.
Stover has upheld its success on the Athletics Field at Inter-Schools Competitions and
the first Inter-House Athletics day was held in twenty-three years . The sun was kind to
us that day!
The temperature of the pool has risen (thank goodness) with the introduction of a cover.
Unfortunately the day of the Swimming Gala was as wet out of the pool as it was in.
Last but not least a Cricket Club has been introduced and enjoyed the support of the
girls, parents and families at our open day in June.
That's all from me !!!!

Belinda Burgess

This photograph was taken in October 1987 at the first meeting of the newly formed Devon
Lacrosse Club, which is predominantly made up of ex-Stover pupils. We wish them many
successful matches in the future.

Lacrosse Team 1986/7
1st Team U15

C. Llewelyn GK H. Jeffreys/C . Mortimer
C. Trinick/S . Mallock P V . Wright/S . Rogers

B . Burgess CP A. Cameron
E . Winter 3M C . Johnson

L . Ntamila LD K . Evans
L . Cremer-Price RD E . Kendall

K . Jones LA K. Scougall/K . Halliday
C . Johnson-King RA L . John

E . Fordham C C. Scourfield
H . Masters 3H C. Winter

R . Miller 2H K. Stewart
L . Bairstow 1H S . Yeomans
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St . Swithins Tournament
1st Team
Queen Annes

	

9—0 lost
Southampton Ladies

7—0 lost
Sherborne

	

5—2 lost
St . Barts

	

7—2 lost

Match v Sherborne
1st Team

	

15—2 lost
U15

	

28—0 lost

U15 Team
Coloma
Harrowgate College
Roedean
The Atherly

U15 Team
Westonbirt

	

1—0 lost
Bournemouth

	

2—1 lost
Howells 5—1 lost

U15 Team
St . Swithins

	

7—0 lost
Meon Cross

	

3—0 lost
Sherborne

	

6—0 lost
Bournemouth

	

8—0 lost

London Tournament
1st Team
Oakdene

	

1—2 won
Harrowgate College

6—0 lost
Walthamstow Hall 3—1 lost
Wentworth

	

4—1 lost

Sherborne Tournament
1st Team
Sherborne

	

3—1 won
Howells

	

5—0 lost
Westonbirt

	

5—2 lost

S u ply ' c rvU

Netball
U18/1st Team U12 Team
C. Ntim GK K. Harvey GK
K . Mills GD J . Todd GD
L . Ntamila WD U14 Team H. Newbury WD
E . Fordham C L. Brewis GK F . Clarke (Capt) C
C . Johnson-King WA C. Taylor GD P . Hunt WA
C. Ravenscroft GA

P . Kerr WD E . Wyness GA
H . Masters GS

K. Evans (Capt) C H . Gill GS
B. Burgess (Capt) Res E . Bruce WA S . Herring Res

L . John GA
H. Burman GS

U13 Team
N . Gray GK
H. Moon GD
C . Wade WD
E . Duckworth (Capt) C
E . Wing WA

U16 Team 2nd VII Team
E . Winter GK B. Singhateh GA B. Burgess (Capt) GK
C. Scourfield GD K. Jackson GS E . Winter GD
R. Miller WD S . Mallock WD
E. Fordham (Capt) C S . Kendall C
C . Johnson-King WA K. Jones WA
C. Ravenscroft GA R. Miller GA
H . Masters GS K . Peters GS
S. Mallock Res



NETBALL RESULTS Cross Country
U18/1st Team

Inter SchoolFudpuckers 18—28 lost
Lockets 26—25 won 1st Years

Dawlish 22—9 won J . Longrigg Silver medal
D . Newbury 8thNewton Churchills

18—30 lost
Molloys
Fudpuckers

lost
18—24 lost

Juniors
K . Evans 9th

Lockets 28—14 won
Dawlish B 30—17 won Inter

K. Scougall 9thNewton Churchills
13—40 lost

Natwest
Molloys

30—30 drew
19—21 lost

Senior
B . Burgess Silver medal

Audley Park 18—12 won C . Trinick 7th

All Hallows 10—7 won
U16 Team
Trinity 11—10 wonTorquay Grammar

10—12 lost Teign 4—5 lost

at (Stover) Torunament
Stoodley Knowle

	

lost
Beacon

	

won
Teign

	

lost
Coombeshead

	

lost
Devon and Cornwall
Constabulary Tournament
U14 Team
Stoodley Knowle

	

2—10 lost
Kingsbridge

	

4—3 won
U13 Team
Audley Park 6—12 lost

Teignmouth

	

10—2 won
U12 Team
Audley Park 6—11 lost

Tournament lost semi-finals
All Hallows won
Audley Park 10—0 won
Torquay Grammar 2nd VII Team

All Hallows 13—10 won17—3 won

by Patricia Hunt

Athletics 1987 Season
South Devon Area Athletics Meeting
This was the first year we were able to enter a full team in each age group and we were
very successful as can be seen by the following results:

Junior Long Jump 4th K . Jackson
Inter Long Jump 8th S . Yeomans
1st Yr Long Jump 4th J . Todd

Junior High Jump 3rd J . Lean
Inter High Jump 4th K . Evans
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1st Yr Shot 8th K . Wyness
1st Yr Rounders Ball 3rd D . Newbury

1st Yr 100m 4th K . Tope
Junior 100m 6th S . MacEachern

1st Yr 200m 2nd F . Clarke
Inter 200m 6th K . Evans

Junior 800m 3rd E . Duckworth
Inter 800m 5th P . Ker

1st Yr Relay 1st K . Tope
P . Hunt

F . Clarke
Z . Farmer

Junior Relay Disqualified (last
runner changing
lane)

Gymnastics
Again the Stover gymnasts have had a very successful season and are now in training
for this coming year's competition.
We were able to enter teams in the Under 12's, Under 14's and Over 14's in the South
Devon Area competition, which was held at Stover in March.

Results Individual
Medal

Scores
Under 12's
Team 2nd Lucy Ryan

Monica Dowdell
Hayley Newbury
Debbie Newbury

	

Bronze
Bryony Horncastle

Under 14's
Team 1st Charlotte Greaves

Fay Clarke
Patricia Hunt
Sarah Gannon
Sarah Rogers
Hannah Moon

Over 14's
Team 3rd Karen Evans

Samantha McDowell
Nicola Sewell
Selina Hague
Emily wing

The under 14 team and Debbie Newbury went through to the Devon Final in Barnstaple.
After the long journey and much determination the team came 2nd, with well deserved
credit to every member .

Silver

Bronze



Tennis 3rd Couple
Stoodley Knowle
Ottery St . Mary
(1st round Aberdare Cup)
Kelly College

0—2 lost
1—2 lost

2—6, 3—6 lost

1st Couple
C. Scourfield/R . Miller

2nd Couple
K . Peters/E . Winter

3rd Couple
V. Wright/C. Ravenscroft or A . Watson

1st Years Tennis
versus Maynard
1st Couple
D. Newbury/H . Newbury
won 6—1, won 6—1, won 4—3

2nd Couple
H . Gill/L . Rickett
won 5—2, won 5—2, lost 3—4

1st Couple
Stoodley Knowle

	

1—1 lost
Ottery St . Mary

	

1—2 lost
(1st round Aberdare Cup)
Kelly College

	

4—6, 4—6 lost

2nd Couple
Stoodley Knowle

	

0—2 lost
Ottery St . Mary

	

1—2 lost
(1st round Aberdare Cup)
Kelly College

	

2—6, 1—6 lost

3rd Couple
E . Wyness/H . Pike
lost, 1—6, lost 0—7, won 4—3

won overall 6—3

Rounders
1st Years 2nd Years 1st Years
E . Wyness (Capt) B C . Greaves B St . John's Sidmouth
D . Newbury BS S . Sinclair BS 17 1/2 —0 won
H . Gill 1P K . Jackson 1P
V . Paul 2P M. Tucker 2P 2nd Years
P . Hunt 3P H . Moon 3P St . John's Sidmouth
H . Newbury 4P N . Gray 4P 5—7 lost
F . Clarke 1 D S . Morgan 1D
R .Furneaux 2D E . Wing (Capt) 2D
J . Longrigg 3D H . Pike 3D
L . Ryan Res M . Tsoi Res
J . Tsoi Res S . MacEachern Res

Inter House Competitions
Lacrosse
Juniors
1st Queen Elizabeth
2nd Queen Mary
3rd Queen Victoria

Cross Country

Winners Queen Mary

Netball
Juniors
1st Queen Mary
2nd Queen Victoria
3rd Queen Elizabeth

Seniors
1st Queen Mary
2nd Queen Victoria
3rd Queen Elizabeth

Seniors
1st Queen Mary
2nd Queen Victoria
3rd Queen Elizabeth
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Gymnastics
The competition took place in the Jubilee Hall on Tuesday 31st March.
It was all very exciting as gymnasts were able to use our new gymnastic mats which
form a half-size Olympic floor area.
We had two visiting judges Mrs Susan Sparrow a physical education specialist, and an
ex-gymnast from the school Sian Hughes, who is studying sport at college.
The results were as follows:

1st Year Individual
1st Patricia Hunt 8 .25
2nd Fay Clarke 7 .5
3rd Katherine Harvey 6 .75

Pairs
1st Debbie Newbury & Hayley Newbury 7 .0
2nd Emma Wyness & Victoria Paul 6 .75
3rd Sarah Stone & Jemma Todd 6 .5

Vaulting
1st Jane Longrigg 6 .5
2nd Lizzy Letori 6 .25
3rd Lucy Ryan & Monica Dowdell 6 .0

Junior Individual
1st Sarah Gannon 8 .0
2nd Emily Wing 7 .25
3rd Karen Evans 7 .0

Pairs
1st G . Hague & B . Singhateh 7 .75
2nd K . Griffin & C . Trippier 7 .25
3rd C . Greaves & S . Rogers 6 .25

Junior Groups
1st Queen Victoria 7 .0
2nd Queen Mary 6 .25
3rd Queen Elizabeth

Junior Rhythmic
1st B . Horncastle 7 .0
2nd A . Walker & T . Fowler 6 .75
3rd J . Abbott & V . Trinick 6 .25

Junior Vault
1st S . MacDowell 7 .25
2nd B . Horne & R . Coward 7 .0
3rd H . Moon 6 .5

Senior Individual
1st K . Jones 8 .5
2nd C . Scourfield 8 .25
3rd N . Sewell 7 .5

Senior Pairs
1st R . Miller & K . Stewart 8 .5
2nd G . Offer-Hoar & K . Cleave 7 .5
3rd L . Hughes & L . Bairstow 7 .0

Senior Group
1st Queen Mary 8 .5
2nd Queen Elizabeth 8 .0

Senior Rhythmic
1st S . Hearsey & S . Hague 7 .0
2nd L. Ntamila 6 .25

Senior Vault
1st C . Johnson-King 8 .0
2nd C . Ravenscroft 7 .75
3rd C. Roberts & V . Wright

FINAL RESULTS
Juniors & 1st Years
Queen Victoria 34 pts
Queen Mary 32 pts
Queen Elizabeth 30pt

Seniors
Queen Mary 23 pts
Queen Victoria 19 is
Queen Elizabeth 16 pts

Final Scores
Queen Mary 55 pts
Queen Victoria 53 pts
Queen Elizabeth 46 pts

Quadrathalon
100m, 800m, Long Jump, Rounders Ball

Juniors
Individuals

1st Victoria 107 pts 1st E . Wing
2nd Elizabeth 100 pts 2nd H . Moon
3rd Mary

	

75 pts 3rd S. McEachern

Intermediates
Individuals

1st Mary

	

108 pts 1st P . Ker
2nd Victoria

	

85 pts 2nd S . Yeomans
3rd Elizabeth 80 pts 3rd K . Evans
Seniors

Individuals
1st Elizabeth 101 pts 1st K . Jones
2nd Victoria

	

98 pts 2nd R . Miller
3rd Mary

	

68 pts 2nd L . Booth
2nd C . Johnson-King

Overall Result
1st Queen Elizabeth 248 pts
2nd Queen Mary 284 pts
3rd Queen Victoria 290 pts



Swimming
Age Group 1st

	

House
Junior

	

Bryony Horne

	

E
Senior

	

Nicola Sewell

	

M
Open

	

Kate Jones

	

E
Junior

	

Fay Clarke

	

E
Inter

	

Karen Evans

	

M
Senior

	

Sarah Kendall

	

V
Junior

	

Jemma Todd

	

V
Inter

	

Lucie Brewis

	

E
Senior

	

Emma Harvey

	

M
Junior

	

Jennifer Lean

	

M
Inter

	

Anna Jones

	

M
Senior

	

Alex Seccombe

	

V
Junior

	

E . Wing

	

E
Inter

	

K . Griffin

	

V
Senior

	

C . Johnson-King

	

V
Junior

	

L . Dunkels

	

M
Inter

	

A . Jones

	

M
Senior

	

E . Robins

	

E
Junior

	

F .Clarke

	

E
Inter

	

K . Evans

	

M
Senior

	

S . Kendall

	

V
Junior

	

S . Gannon

	

V
Inter

	

V . Wright

	

V
Senior

	

E . Fordham

	

M
Junior

	

Mary House
Senior

	

Victoria House
Junior

	

Elizabeth House
Inter

	

Mary House
Senior

	

Victoria House
Junior

	

Victoria House
Inter

	

Victoria House
Senior

	

Mary House

Best Overall
F . Clarke — Junior — Elizabeth House
V . Clarke — Intermediate — Victoria House
C. Johnson-King — Senior — Victoria House

Overall Inter-House Result
1st Queen Mary 69 points
2nd Queen Victoria 65 points
3rd Queen Elizabeth 57 points

200 metres
B. Singhateh

Elementary Life Saving
K . Scougall
A . Jones
K . Brown
J . Walker
A . Seccombe
L . Dunkels
J . Todd
B. Horne
J . Lean
C. Ravenscroft
E . Wing
M . Nash
A. Flude
K . Walker
C . Fowler

Event
Jump

2.

	

Open 3 lengths
3.

	

Butterfly

4.

	

Back Crawl

5.

	

Breast Stroke

6.

	

Front Crawl

7.

	

Plunge

8.

	

Individual Medley

9.

	

Dive

10.

	

Relay 4x2

11.

	

Medley Relay 4x1

12 .

	

Freestyle Relay 4x1

Swimming — Distance Awards
1 1/2 miles
K . Evans
K . Griffin

1 mile
A. Jones
K . Scougall
S. Kendall
T. Evans
C. Fowler
K . Walker
B . Horn
J . Todd
M . Walsh
S . Rogers
S . Rawson
A. Seccombe
J . Walker
A . Flude
C . Frisby-Gilbert

1,000 metres
C. Paxton
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Physical Education Awards
Modern Dance
Bronze Medals
Karen Evans 77%
Kirsty Stewart 85%
Caroline Roberts 77%
Nicola Gray 80%
Selina Hague 78%
Victoria Hope 78%

Sports Girl of the Year
Karen Evans
Rebecca Miller
Charlotte Trinick
Emma Winter
Belinda Burgess (School Games Captain)

Junior
Partridge Cup — Senior
Jameson Cup
Jameson Cup
Harvey Cup



Staffroom News
The beginning of each year inevitably brings changes in the staff room . The summer of
1987 saw the retirement of Mrs Avril Gilkes, for many years the pillar of the Art
Department and a most supportive collegue . Many of us have reason to remember with
gratitude the unstinting assistance she always gave to drama productions, the
magazine, the bazaar and the Christmas party . We all wish her good health and a happy
retirement . We welcome Mrs Claire MacDonald, who is now asssisting Mrs Hunt in the
Art Department.
We also sadly miss Mrs Josephine Wightwick's presence in the school and in the
staffroom. Although a part-time member of staff, Mrs Wightwick committed herself
whole-heartedly to the life of the school in and out of the classroom . Her gentle
good-humour and sparkling intellect were highly valued by colleagues and pupils alike.
During her last term at the school she did trojan work re-organising the sadly
neglected school library, and thanks to her we now have a sound foundation to build
on for the future . We send her our best wishes in her new post as full-time English
teacher at Croft Lodge School, Torquay . Her position as Latin teacher has been filled by
Mrs Sarah Davies, who returns to Stover after 10 years absence while she has been
raising a family . Mrs Stella Watson from the Mitre Bookshop, Newton Abbot, has joined
the English Department, teaching English and Drama throughout the school, and
continuing Mrs Wightwick's work in the library.
The "muscle" of the staffroom, Miss Rita Sprogis, fondly remembered for her ability to
drop some of the naughtiest members of the school into bogs and rivers on Dartmoor
has left to join the Geography Department at Fitzwimare Comprehensive School,
Rayleigh, Essex . Joking apart, Rita brought humour and enthusiasm to the newly-
created position of Outdoor Pursuits specialist, and made a considerable contribution
to extra-curricular activities . The position of Outdoor Pursuits leader has been filled by
Miss Jane Wingham, who is also teaching biology and geography .
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Stover Old Girls' Association
Committee Members
Chairman:

Mrs E . Langton (McIntyre)
Vice-Chairman:

Mrs K . Howard (Rowe)
Secretary:

Mrs M . Kearney (Pappin)
Treasurer:

Mrs S . Lean (Gray)
Committee:

Miss R . Evans
Mrs Scott (B . Jenner)
Mrs Read (A . Gummer)
Miss A. Morley-Smith

School Representative:
Iona Stevenson

Future Dates:
Saturday 18th June 1988, 7 .30pm : S .O.G.A. AGM, Memorial Concert
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Dear Old Girls,
In an attempt to publish the magazine at a more appropriate time we are producing two
shorter editions this year — one now and the second during the late summer . From then
on the magazine will continue to be published in September/October so that it contains
a complete record of the previous school year.
Although this edition contains reports relating to only the last 9 months, it has been a
busy time for all those concerned with the School . We enjoyed a truly memorable
concert in July, with Emma Johnson performing on the clarinet, and we are hoping to
repeat this profitable event in June with another Young Musician of the Year, Caroline
Dale, who plays the 'cello . Once again the AGM and Reunion will be on the same dabs
the Concert, June 18th, but this time we propose to start the proceedings in the
afternoon with the Meeting followed by tea . We have found that many Old Girls cannot
spend the whole day here, particularly if they are also attending the concert, so we hope
this new arrangement will be more favourable, if not, please let us know!
At the last AGM we had to say 'Goodbye' to our Treasurer, Joan Boyne (Kennard) who
has been looking after the finances for the last three years . I would like to thank her, on
behalf of us all, for her efficient and helpful support and to welcome Sally Lean (Gray) as
her successor.
The Summer Ball was another notable success, particularly for two Old Girls, as it
marked the culmination of some painstaking detective work . Barbara Wilkins (Vine) and
Kim Claridge, who both left us 1971, managed to trace the majority of their year and
organised a reunion weekend to coincide with the Summer Ball . It was a great success
which they hope may be repeated every 2—3 years . I hope it will encourage other year
groups to follow suit — it certainly was most enjoyable and rewarding for those
concerned.
More Old Girls have probably visited the School this year than for many years
previously . Jo Hurley was responsible for bringing about another occasion on which
many past pupils got together again for the first time in several years . The situation was
rather different though as it took place on the Lacrosse pitch! Jo, who has recently
moved back to the area, was keen to continue her Lacrosse playing and decided that the
only way was to form her own team . Old Girls of several vintages took part — leaving



husbands and boyfriends to look after the children . Once on the pitch many felt they
had never been away!
More recently several Old Girls were invited back to take part in a Careers Week
organised by Mrs Howitt . Along with other outside speakers, they talked to the Fourth
Years about their various careers — ranging from the Police, Hotel and Catering work to
Teaching . The girls felt the discussions were very useful and many found their ideas
about a future career becoming more clear . We are very grateful to all those who gave
up their valuable time to help in this way.
Several other events, organised by the Friends of Stover, were also enjoyed by many
Old Girls and their families — particularly with Family Day in June and the Firework
Display in November . Our thanks must go to all those who worked so hard to prepare
these events — we hope they will be repeated this year . The School's social calendar
has certainly increased over the last two years, so read yours carefully when it arrives.
Please remember to keep us up to date with your own news — and changes of address!
Wishing you all a happy and successful 1988 .

Melian Kearney
Hon. Secretary S .O .G.A .
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ENGAGEMENTS
Julia Gibbins to Michael Dawson, Spring 1987
Jane Cosnford to Craig MacGregor, Summer
1987
Sarah Trinick to Robert Burt, Summer 1987
Jennie Shillabeer to Carl Wratten, 2 October
1987

MARRIAGES
Melian Pappin to John Kearney, 11th April
1987
Susan Isaac to Trevor Crocker, May 1987
Willie Tang to Emery Ho, 9th May 1987
Jacqueline Caine to Bob Langton, 26th June
1987
Sarah Niven to Philip Hancock, August 1987
John Treleven to Jean le Bowlillier, 5th
August 1987
Elizabeth Smith to Harold Porter, 16th
October 1987

BIRTHS
To Amanda (Pearse) and Michael Harris, a
son, Ben Richard, 3rd August 1987
To Georgina (Berry) and Mark Theobald, a
daughter, Caitlin Estelle, 15th August 1987
To Julie (Major) and Colin Fairbrother, a
daughter, Kimberley Victoria, 17th September
1987

At Sarah Niven's Wedding
Left to right: Jo Hurley, Penny Dickens, Cathy
Bennett, Liz Kyle, Tessa Shillabeer, David
Wingfield, Becca Wingfield (Francis).

OTHER NEWS
Elizabeth Porter (Smith) is now Director of
the Physiotherapy Department at the Sir
Thomas Roddick Hospital in Stephenville and
has recently passed both the Canadian
Physiotherapy examination and driving test!
Karin Schulze has been working as an au-pair
in Nimes.
Patricia Cardale has recently moved back to
Devon but was previously sharing a house in
Reading with Helen Law, working at a
Country House Hotel in Henley . She met up
with Mars Buker, Erica Williams and Jackie
Saysell at Karen Watts wedding and keep in

regular contact with Sarah Burden who lives
in High Wycombe and works as a secretary in
Harlow.
Belinda Moyle had a busy summer as she is
very involved as a member of the Young
Conservatives and was therefore caught up in
the election fever! She also changed jobs last
year and is now working for the Bishop of
London . She passed on news of Bridgitte
Wyre (Peile) who has just had a daughter and
is now living in a lovely country spot near
Salisbury . She also sees Jane Everard
(Etherington) in Milton Keynes and Louise
Treece (Roberts).
In May Norma Brown (Bradridge) organised a
luncheon party at her home for friends who
were at Stover with her (from 1936-1942).
Those who went were Elizabeth Langton
(McIntyre), Kitty Annestey (McIntyre), Deidre
White (Whitaker), Rosemary Caine (Batter-
ham), Margaret Batterham, Wendy Beck
(Shapter), Barbara Hawkes, Maureen Reich-
wald (Sharpe), Pat Sharp (Brewer) and Mary
Warren (Barker) . It was a great success so she
would like to repeat it this year . If there are
any Old Girls who remember her and live
locally please contact her on Dawlish 863557
anytime before April 1988.
Fay Tribble has now left St . Andries and has
been studying for her main recital diploma
before, hopefully, going abroad to study . She
has met up with several other Old Girls
recently . Sarah Caswell has been in France,
perfecting her French, and is now working as
a supervisor in the French Consulate . Angela
Chale is at Middlesex Polytechnic doing a
Business Studies course.
Donna Humphries was working as a recep-
tionist at a Golf and Country Club in Norfolk
before moving back to the family home in
Hampshire where she now has a similar job.
Anthea Morley-Smith is still thoroughly
enjoying her work in the Historic Buildings
Department of the National Trust in London.
She spent a long holiday in America last
summer visiting family and friends.
Miss Hill had a wonderful time in Russia . She
visited Samarkand and Bokhara as well as the
small Soviet Republics of Armenia and
Georgia . Back at home she still takes an
active part in the National Trust and Royal
Overseas League.
Katie Watson is now in her second year
studying medicine at Cardiff where she is also
a member of the Officers Training Corps in
the Territorial Army.
Olive Milnes (Waterman) continues to lead an
active family life, being involved with a
number of local activities and committees as
well as helping out with four grandchildren.
She has had visits from Mazzy Shire (Hildred)
and Helen Air (Jeffreys-Jones) and is in touch
with Pam Jones (Pellow) . Her three nieces
Ann, Jane and Sarah Waterman are all busy
bringing up their families (they each have



three children) as well as having part-time
jobs.
Jane Daymond recently obtained her Honours
Degree in Politics and Industrial Relations.
Julia Weston is now in France teaching
English at a University in Bordeaux . This
forms part of her degree course at Kent . She
has thoroughly enjoyed her studies so far and
continues to participate in both sports and
drama.
Sally Lean (Gray) heard from two of her
contemporaries living in the Antipodes.
Barbara Mill (Price) now lives in Kerang,
Victoria with husband Robin and their three
children, Stuart (10), Adrian (9) and Sharron
(8) . Her husband teaches at the local school
where she also helps out with the remedial
children . Apart from this work and looking
after the children, she loves craft work,
especially spinning . After spending eight
years in a rather remote spot the family still
love to go back to the wilds for camping and
fishing trips . Ann is now living in Ryde, New
South Wales, with husband, lain, and children
Colin (5) and Michelle (3) . Ann leads a busy
life too, working for the Tupperware company.
There are however, several perks to be
enjoyed . The family visited the UK and Africa
on a long trip ifi 1986.

A Special Day
April 11th 1987 was our Special Day — in
more ways than one . It was the day that John
and I were married . We had met at Stover and
so our wedding day was made more memor-
able by the fact that our reception was held in
the Library here .

It was a real family occasion . Not only
mothers, fathers, brothers, sisters, grand-
mothers, uncles, aunts and cousins were in
attendance, but also many members of my
Stover 'family' — those who had taught me
during my own school days and those with
whom I have worked during my years on the
staff . Their support in the few weeks before
was tremendous . I had developed a form of
arthritis and was on crutches until a few days
before the wedding, but they took care of
classes, reports, grades, General Knowledge
competitions, the lot! My most grateful thanks
to all those who helped out before the great
day and to Joyce Howitt for a wonderful set of
photographs which will be a permanent
reminder of a very happy day.

The day went remarkably smoothly and the
weather, although slightly cold and blustery,
did its best to oblige . A few spots of rain fell as
I travelled to the Church but the sun came out
just as we stepped outside after the service.
At Stover, welcomed by a blazing fire thanks
to Anita and her helpers, we were able to tuck
into a sumptuous spread prepared by my
mother . The time went so quickly — with
chattering to guests, cutting the cake,
speeches and photos under the portico
(which incidentally makes an excellent back-
drop) and all too soon it was time to change.
'Duchess' made an excellent dressing room
— those who found confetti stuck between
the floorboards last summer term will now
know why!
Our car had been parked and safely locked
away in Clockhouse — or so we thought —but
it arrived at the front of the School bedecked
in balloons, placards, lipstick and shaving
foam . We said our final goodbyes and set off
for the Lake District for a walking honeymoon
— don't worry, I had not forgotten to pack my
crutches!
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Finally, John and I would like to thank Mrs
Lunel for allowing us to hold our reception at
Stover — it made our Special Day just that bit
more special .

Melian Kearney

New Members of the

Association

C. Bailey—Ringwell Cottage, Wraxall Road,
Ditcheat, Shepton Mallet, Somerset.
D . Banner—2 Tavy Avenue, Torquay, Devon.
B . Burgess—c/o DWS, PO Box 167, Mount
Hagen, WHP, Papua New Guinea.
F . Case—Tregisswyn Farm, Ruan High Lanes,
Truro, Cornwall.
S . Churchward—1 North Street, Ashburton,
Devon.
K. Cleave—The Whites, Christow, Exeter,
Devon.
L. Cremen-Price—Old Colonial House, Hope
Cove, Kingsbridge, Devon.
C . Farrell—Buttermead, Manaton, Newton
Abbot, Devon.
G . Flello—1 Exeter Road, Kingsteignton,
Newton Abbot, Devon.
F . Hastings—The Flat, Pole House, Ide,
Exeter, Devon.
V. Hope—Brannyas, Looe Hill, Seaton,
Torpoint, Devon.
W. Insole—Tipton Barton House, Tipton St.
John, Sidmouth, Devon.
C . Johnson-King—Oakfield, Chudleigh,
Devon.
N . Lo—81 Daley House, Ducane Road,
London W12 OUD.
C. Mason—Bredon, Otterton, Budleigh
Salterton, Devon.
S . J . Maxwell—Spring Tide, Tanners Way,
New Polzeath, Cornwall.
R . Miller—Bowden Cleave, Step Hill, Maiden-
combe, Torquay, Devon.
E . Molesworth—St . Aubyn, Pencarrow House,
Bodmin, Cornwall .

C. Norris—Hedgerose, 13 Benedicts Road,
Liverton, Newton Abbot, Devon.
L . Ntamila—Rosta Unesco, P .O . Box 30592,
Nairobi, Kenya.
G. Offer-Hoar—22 Butts Road, Ottery St.
Mary, Devon.
C . O'Keeffe—Gladstone House, Westminster
Gate, Olwei's Battery Road North, Winchester,
Hants.
E . Robins—Lanherne, Longlands, Dawlish,
Devon.
R . Sandford—KGV/EBS School, P .O. Box
265, Bikenibeu, Tarawa, Kiribati, South Pacific.
J . Scott—Rosemullion, Lower Washwell,
Painswick, Glos . GL6 6XW.
S . Stone—63 Plymstock Road, Plymouth PL9
7NX.
I . Stevenson —Coombe Cottage, Coombe
Lane, Tamerton Foliot, Plymouth, Devon.
T . Way—Badger's Holt, Dartmeet, Prince-
town, Devon.
E. Winter—Cartmoor Farm, Stockland,
Honiton, Devon.

CHANGES OF ADDRESS
P . Brenner
A . Evans—26 Driscoll House, Southampton
Road, London WC2
R . Higgott—28 Ernsborough Gardens,
Honiton, Devon EX14 8RX.
D . Humphries—White Lodge, Monkwood,
Ropley, Hants. SO24 OHG.
J . Hurley—61 Harbourne Avenue, Paignton,
Devon.
P . Key—3 Carrick Court, Kennington Park
Road, London SE11 4EE.
J . Major (Fairbrother)—5 Highbury Villas,
Gotham, Bristol BS2 8BX.
A . Morley-Smith—Howden House, Ashley,
Tiverton EX16 5PH.
M . Kearney (Pappin)—Bourneview, 95
Plymouth Road, Buckfastleigh TQ11 ODG.
A. Harris (Pearse)—7 Benbow Stret, Stoke,
Plymouth, Devon.
K . Schulze—2 Eastling Down Farm Cottage,
Dover Road, Waldershare, Dover, Kent.
J . Shillabeer—4 Moyola Court, 26 Conaught
Road, Avondale, Harari, Zimbabwe.
T. Shillabeer—8 Holebay Close, Staddis-
combe, Plymstock, Plymouth.
E . Smith—Apartment 109, Stephenville
Manor, 361 Massachussetts Drive, Stephen-
ville A2N 3CR, Newfoundland, Canada.
A. Smyth (Bonness)—86 St . Marychurch
Road, Plainmoor, Torquay TQ1 3HQ.
A. Wakeham (Dallyn)—Holsbrook, Avonwick,
South Brent, Devon.
J . Weston—The Bield, 2 Port Lane, Chilling-
ton, Kingsbridge TQ7 2JA .



Charlotte Trinick who left Stover this year,
receiving her Gold Duke of Edinburgh Award at St. James Palace
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